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A. Introduction 

Mathematics is often seen as a difficult and uninteresting subject to learn by students. 

Students often face difficulties in learning mathematics. For example, a teacher in Grade 6 in 

where this design will be implemented, ever said that her students have a difficulties to divide 

a n-side irregular plane into some another planes like triangle, square, rectangle, and so on.  

To make a students understand and interested in mathematics then teacher should engage 

them into the teaching and learning process itself. This means that teacher should not only 

deliver the knowledge directly but also have to involved students in learning and teaching 

process. Not only that, teacher should transfer the knowledge in such meaningful way which 

connected the lesson with the students „real‟ word which ever be experienced by students, so 

that students will be able to catch up and understand the subject/lesson. Those things can be 

done by help of Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) approach.  

Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) approach not only focuses on the formal or 

abstract knowledge, but it is started from the „real‟ (something near and have been 

experienced by students) to the abstract/formal one). And to bridge that, there is a use of 

manipulative in RME. Furthermore, RME give a chance to contribute and involved in 

teaching and learning process.  

Puzzle is an ordinary game which is gets used to be played by children. An irregular n-

sides plane can be built by some pieces/ kinds of other planes. Due of that, in this occasion, 

my friend (Elika Kurniadi) and I designed an instructional plan using RME approach to teach 

the area of irregular n-sides planes through playing puzzle for preliminary students Grade 6. 

This instructional design is also implemented in the Grade 6 of Pusri elementary school, 

Palembang. 

The aim of the designing instructional plan is to give a teacher a source of instructional 

design based on RME approach to teach area of irregular n-sides planes in Grade 6. While the 
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aim of its implementation is to know whether this design can be implemented or not by 

teacher and to know students‟ thinking/reasoning in solving problem and in doing activity 

which is given in the teaching and learning process using the designed instructional plan. 

Further, it will be described about designing process in „design research‟ which includes 

preliminary design, teaching experiment and retrospective analysis. 

B. Design Research 

In this section, I would like to describe the process and the design of instructional activity 

in the „preliminary design‟ and its implementation or teaching and learning process in the 

„teaching experiment‟. 

1. Preliminary Design 

The first thing that researchers do before the designing is analyze curriculum. In the 

curriculum analyzing, researchers take a look for in which class and semester the material of 

area of irregular n-sides planes is taught, its standard competency, its base competency, and 

its indicators. Researchers also asks the teacher what is students difficulty in learning area 

and is known that students can not divide the irregular n-sides planes into some planes like 

triangle and rectangle etc. After that, observers start to formulate the instructional aims, 

choose the instructional approach which is RME and to choose context, manipulative, and the 

students‟ activity itself. 

For context and manipulative, researchers choose to use puzzle which is consist of pieces 

of planes like triangle, circle, square, rectangle, trapezoid and parallelogram. The reason of 

that choice is because puzzle is near with students world (often played) and it can be used to 

help the in dividing the n-sides planes into some planes. In addition, it is also because 

inspired by RME teaching and learning process of introduction of planes which ever done by 

one of my lecturer (Dr. Ratu Ilma) who introduce planes to students using puzzle and 

tangram. In that teaching and learning process students are enthusiast to do the activity and 

solve the problem.  

Teaching and learning will be started by introduction part (informing the aims, 

apperceptions, motivating students, etc) and will continue with dividing group and doing 

main activity (group activity). Teaching and learning process will be ended by doing 

reflection, summarizing the lesson and making a conclusion.  

In the main activity itself, each group will be given a worksheet which consists of some 

image/figure of some character and things. Teacher will give a clue and students have to 

guess the character or things based on that clue. After they got it then they have to arrange the 



puzzle until fill it up and then marked it. There are three clues/questions in all. The next 

activity is student is asked to find/determine the area of those three characters/things for 

about 30 minutes at all and then some groups have to present their discussion result in front 

of the class. In the end of the main activity teacher will give exercise sheets to the students.  

Researchers predict and expect that in the puzzle arrangement there will be two different 

answers/arrangements. That is because researchers design it to be able to be arranged in two 

different ways (there are two alternative answers). Researchers also predict that there will be 

some different ways to count the total area that occur. First, some of groups maybe search for 

the area of each plane and then total it or maybe they will only multiply the area of planes 

that have same size without need to search for each area anymore. The worst prediction is 

students will make mistakes in: counting process (cannot do decimal operation, make a 

mistake in ordering operation etc.); determining the formula for half circle; determining the 

height of the triangle and trapezoid or parallelogram; and in the measurement of the length of 

sides itself. 

2. Teaching Experiment  

“Hari ini, Ibu akan bercerita tentang seorang anak laki-laki. Anak laki-laki ini berteman 

dengan Usrok…tahu kan ceritanya.. Pak Raden, dan Pak Ogah. Siapakah anak laki-laki 

ini?” (Today, I will tell you a story about a boy. This boy makes a friend with Usrok… you 

know the story…don‟t you…. Pak Raden, and Pak Ogah. Who is he?). As soon as students 

heard that clue which told by teacher, they start to guess the boy‟s name, search the picture of 

him on the worksheets, and arrange the piece of plane puzzle in that picture (Figure 1).. They 

do it in a group of 4 and look enthusiasm. 

      

Figure 1. Students activity (Left-Right: Arranging Puzzle, Marked it) 

That was a part of teaching and learning activity done on 25 October 2011 in Grade 6F, 

Pusri elementary school. Teaching and learning process which was followed by about 32 

students was conducted based on designed scenario/lesson plan (preliminary design). 



As explained before on the „preliminary design‟, teaching and learning process is started 

with grouping students, informing the material, sharing worksheet and puzzle pieces, and 

informing the rule of game/activity. In informing the rule, teacher makes an improvisation by 

giving an example exclude of worksheet to make the explanation clearer. That is a good 

point/example of teacher decision. Another good point of this teacher is she never sit, she 

assesses and goes to each groups while students are working in group. 

There are three given question in total. Students guess it, find the picture/figure, and 

build/arrange the plane puzzle pieces on it, then marked it. Students make no mistake in 

guessing the character or hiding things, they can guess it right. In general, students also have 

no difficulties in arranging puzzle. Only a group that face a problem to arrange first puzzle 

(unyil), they cannot find part of the unyil‟s body, that‟s because a piece of their puzzle gone 

(square piece). Yet, after researcher gives that missing piece, students can solve the puzzle 

easily.  

Researchers‟ prediction and expectation that in the puzzle arrangement there will be two 

different answers/arrangements of students does not occur/happen. Students arrange it using 

the same pieces (the same way). Figure 2 below shows students‟ results/creativity in 

arranging puzzle. 

   

Figure 1. Students‟ work of puzzle 

The activity is continued by asking students to measure the length of needed sides and 

determine the area of character/things (Unyil, car, and T-shirt). But before that, teacher 

makes sure that her students already finish the puzzle. She also has initiative to ask students 

about the kind of planes that be used to build the puzzle. That a good decision. By asking 

students, teacher will know the difficulties which faced by them and/or the variation of 

students‟ answer/puzzle arrangements which can be brought to a discussion.  

After they got all of the measurement, students have to determine the area of „Unyil‟ 

figure. Teacher asks students to mark planes in a figure/character as plane I, II, etc. Then they 



calculate/determine the area by determining each plane‟s area. Students actively discuss each 

others.  

After students finish their task of determine the area of „Unyil‟, teacher asks two groups 

to present their discussion result in front of the class. From those two answers, they have the 

same final answer. So, teacher only asks a group to explain their answer. Student who asks by 

teacher is a shy student. She is rather quiet instead of explaining her group‟s answer. Due of 

that, teacher guide her how to explain it by give her some question related to the explanation 

like what area I is, How large is it etc.  

There is an interesting thing from this activity. When the student who is in front of the 

class asked by the other student to explain from where the total area is got and she calculate it 

again, she gets the different answer. That is because she makes mistake in calculating 

decimal. To handle this case, teacher asks the other member of group to help her. This shows 

that there are students who still have difficulties in calculating decimal number. 

Teaching and learning process should be continued by asking students to 

determine/calculate area of cars and t-shirt figure. Yet, because the previous activity took 

longer time than researcher‟s prediction, teacher and researchers decide to ask students to 

only determine area of one figure. So, four groups determine the area of car, while others 

have to determine area of t-shirt. Two different groups will be chosen to explain their 

answers, one group explains area of car and another explains area of t-shirt figure (Figure 3). 

    

Figure 3. Students present their answer (left: explain area of t’shirt, explain area of car figure) 

Teaching and learning process is ended by summarizing the lesson. Teacher asks students 

what have been they learnt. From the whole activities which have done by students, it can be 

conclude that in determining the area of n-sides figure/plane (figure which is built from some 

planes), we have to: Determine the planes that build that figure and mark it; Find the length 

of needed sides; Choose the appropriate formula for each plane; Substitute the value/number 

to the formulas; Calculate the area of each plane and total it. 



3. Retrospective Analysis and Research Finding 

Retrospective analysis is done after the teaching and learning process end and just 

between researchers and teacher while students do not involve. This analysis is done to 

reflect and analyze the teaching and learning process and the problem occurs.  

From this activity is known that in general the teaching and learning process is well done. 

However, the exercise cannot be given because run out time. Students need more time in 

finding/determining the area of characters/things. That‟s because students have difficulty in 

calculating decimal number. Actually this exercise can be given in the next meeting, but due 

to schedule limitation of this research, it cannot be done in that way.  

Students look enthusiasm and active during teaching and learning process. They work 

well in group, no one passive. If there is someone who does not know about something then 

he/she will ask to their friend in his/her group as recorded in this conversation/transcript 

below.  

A: “…… ooo iyooo, setengah lingkaran dikali 22…, ehh…kali berapo.. 22/7.. / …..ooo 

yes, half circle times 22…, ehh, multiplied by what..22/7..” (A student come up with an idea 

how to determine the area of half circle, while the other students in his group do the 

calculation).  

B: “ (writing and calculating and asking to her friends) “ phi-nya apo?” “How is phi?” 

A: “ pake 22/7 yo..” Use 22/7 isn‟t it..  

B: “ r-nya kan sudah dua….” R is two. 

A: “berarti pake 3.14, berarti” So it should use 3.14, should it” 

B: (start writing and doing the calculation, helped by the other members) “1/2 dikali 3.14 

dikali 2 dikali 2….”  ½ times 3.14 times 2 times 2…. 

A: “ 2 dapat darimana 2?” 2, how come there is 2? 

B: (explaining to A and others member) “ini kan diameternya sudah dihitung.. “ This, we 

already measured and determined the diameter.. (pointing the calculation of diameter and 

radius).  

That was only small part of discussion done by students in their group. Based on students‟ 

conversations above, besides we can see how the discussion process, we also know that they 

can choose appropriate phi to use in determining the area of circle. They choose it based on 

the length of diameter and/or radius. Discussions also happen in other groups with the same 

and/or different problem like in determining parallel sides of trapezoid.  

Students do not make noises except a bit noise in discussion. That is ok, because that 

means there is communication in group. Students also active in presenting their discussion‟s 

result in front of the class, although some of them still shy. And in order to helping that shy 

students, teacher guide her by giving some question related to the thing that should be 

explained by her. 



In the teaching and learning process, there are some changes that should be done by 

teacher and researchers. In this case, teacher made some good decision in class. For example, 

teacher initiates to give an example when explaining the rule, asks students if they face a 

difficulties, looks and assesses students works.  

The significant change that should be done is activity of determining figures. In the first 

design, students should determine all of three figures‟ areas. But because there is not enough 

time to do that, yet students still have to present/explain their discussion results. So, teacher 

only asks students to determine only 2 figures includes Unyil. For the rest figure, only four 

groups that determine the area of car figure, while the other determines t-shirt‟s area. 

Run out of time in teaching and learning process which is caused researchers and teacher 

have to make some changes like explain above is caused by activity of determining the area 

of unyil figure. This activity takes longer time than researcher‟s prediction. Students face 

difficulties in calculating the area of planes. To be specific, they have difficulties in 

calculating or doing number operations which includes decimal number like stated by some 

students that they have difficulties in determining circle area because they have to calculate 

decimal number.  

Variation in answers/puzzle arrangements do not occur/come up as researchers‟ 

expectation. Although researchers already designed it so that there are two different ways to 

arrange the puzzle, in fact there is only one that occurs. For the next research or 

implementation, if that problem happens, then it can be solved by asking students to find 

another way to arrange the puzzle, so the alternative ways would show up. 

In the measurement activity, students use ruler to measure the size/length of the sides. 

Most of them using it start from zero scale „0‟ although there are some that start from another 

number/scale (Figure 4). Teacher already aware them to only measure the needed sides when 

they determine its area. Yet, there are some students who measure the length of all sides 

(Figure 5). 

    

Figure 4. Students‟ ways of measuring using ruler (Left-Right: start from “0”, start from another scale) 



   

Figure 5. Students‟ results of measurement of needed sides (Left-Right: students measure the length of all 

sides, studennts only measure the length of needed sides) 

.  

Generally, exclude from difficulties that face by students, most of them can solve the 

problem correctly. For the problem „unyil figure‟s area‟ only one group that answer it 

incorrectly. That is caused by a little mistake in calculation (calculating decimal) of trapezoid 

area. They answer 4.5 + 4 = 4.9 instead of 8.5 (Figure 6). That is because they add .5 with 4 

instead of 4 + 4. This problem often happen when students do the calculation with vertical 

way in which they often to misplace 4 in the place of .4. While for another problem they 

answer it correctly. 

 
Figure 6. Students‟ mistake 

In determining the area itself, there are some groups/ students who notice that there are 

some plane with the same size, so they do not determine area of each plane but directly 

multiply it as much as the number of equal planes that exist (Figure 7). There are also some 

groups that do not notice it and determine and calculating area of each plane, one by one.  

 

Figure 6. Students answer 



However, there is no student/group that connects the area of plane in a figure of character 

with the other one.  For example, in "unyil" figure, there is a half of circle which have the 

same size with half circle in "car" picture, but students still determine and calculating the area 

of that half circle in every figure.  

C. Conclusion and Discussion 

Puzzle can be used as a context or media in teaching and/or learning the area of n-sides 

planes. It can help students in partitioning the n-sides plane into some regular planes like 

square, triangle, parallelogram, trapezoid and circle. So, students will be able to determine the 

total area of the plane. 

In teaching and learning process, teachers should be able to make decisions of problems 

or something occurs in class. Those decisions will affect the teaching and learning process 

itself. In this case teacher made some good decision in class. For example, teacher initiates to 

give an example when explaining the rule, asks students if they face a difficulties, looks and 

assesses students works. Not only that, teacher also gives reinforcement of students‟ answer. 

Overall, students can solve the puzzle and problem well. But, some of them said that they 

difficult to do decimal number operations. So, they need a long time to calculate the area. 

That also can be seen from their answer in where there are some calculation errors. Especially 

calculation related to decimals. 

This teaching and learning design is fulfill the characteristic of RME (Treffers, 1987 in 

http://www.fi.uu.nl/en/rme/): The use of context (Puzzle); The use of model (Piece of Plane 

Puzzle and figures of some characters/things); The use of students‟ own productions and 

constructions (building character/figure using puzzle); The interactive character of the 

teaching process (Group activities, students presentation); The intertwinement of various 

learning strands (measurement). 
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